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Abstract

Nonfinite verb forms are a crosslinguistically widespread phenomenon that poses a challenge
to universal annotation formalisms like Universal Dependencies (UD), often clashing with tradi-
tionally established, language-specific conventions and terminologies. This paper, using Latin as
a concrete case study, aims to give a survey on the VerbForm feature distribution among UD

treebanks and to suggest a restructuring thereof in a universal perspective.

1 Introduction

The project of Universal Dependencies (UD) aims to harbour syntactically and morphologically
annotated treebanks of any language, on the basis of universal, crosslinguistically valid tagsets for parts
of speech (UPOS), morpholexical features and syntactic dependency relations (de Marneffe et al., 2021).
The latest release, v2.9 of November 2021 (Zeman et al., 2021), of its second version (Nivre et al.,
2020) sees 122 languages with at least one treebank each for a total of 217 treebanks, among which four
Latin treebanks, variously distributed on diachronic, diastratic and diaphasic axes: Classical and Late
Latin works, from prose (e. g. De bello gallico by Caesar), poetry (e. g. Metamorphoses by Ovid) and
religious sources (e. g. Bible) in Perseus (Bamman and Crane, 2011) and PROIEL (Eckhoff et al., 2018),
Early Medieval notarial Latin from Tuscia in the Late Latin Charter Treebank (LLCT) (Korkiakangas
and Passarotti, 2011; Cecchini et al., 2020a), polished Late Medieval Latin of philosophical-theological
texts by Thomas Aquinas in the Index Thomisticus (IT-TB) (Passarotti, 2019; Cecchini et al., 2018) and
treatises (e. g. De vulgari eloquentia), poetry and personal correspondence by Dante Alighieri in UDante
(Tavoni, 2011; Cecchini et al., 2020b), for a total of nearly 1 million tokens. Together, they testify the
livelihood of Latin as a political, scientific and literary lingua franca in the centuries, well up into the
modern age, that followed the fall of the Western Roman Empire, where it was the administrative and
everyday language of a continent-spanning dominion (Waquet, 2001; Clackson and Horrocks, 2007;
Leonhardt, 2009).

Variation over the whole of UD treebanks is even greater, most importantly with respect to linguistic
phenomena and grammatical traditions that have to converge into the universal formalism. This does
not always take place without conflicting or incoherent annotational choices and styles, both inter- and
intralinguistically: these often arise, on the one side, from the direct translation of language-specific
conventional denominations into misleadingly homonymous UD labels, and on the other side from some
unfortunate naming choices in UD itself borrowed from historical, Latin-influenced traditional grammars
of (mostly) European languages. This paper focuses on one of such “front lines”: the values of the
morpholexical feature VerbForm, which in UD defines the different kinds and behaviours of forms in a
verbal paradigm, and in particular of those values for nonfinite forms. While the discussion is centered
around the UD formalism, it is also of a more general nature about the tension in the identification of
language-specific and universal classes,1 and the paper also puts forward new criteria for the annotation
of Latin nonfinite verb forms as a sort of practical example for its conclusions. We notice that, especially

1On this tension, cf. the discussion in (Croft, 2001, §2) about the identification of universal parts of speech, and in (Haspel-
math, 2009) about terminology for morphological case.



from a terminological point view, Latin has a particular position in this context, given the wide-reaching
authority of its historical grammatical works.

In §2, the framework of this paper is briefly expanded upon; in §3, the particular case study of the
supine in UD is detailed for Latin and other languages; in §4, a concise survey of VerbForm values’
distribution in UD is given, commented in more generic terms in §5; in §6, a new system for Latin
nonfinite VerbForms in UD is proposed; finally, §7 closes this work with some minor proposals.

2 Finite and nonfinite verb forms and VerbForms

In UD, inflectional, verbal features include VerbForm, glossed as “form of verb or deverbative”.2 At
a universal level, the definition of VerbForm is thus left somewhat underspecified and vague, and
the single values for this feature are only sketchily illustrated by few examples. A first fundamental
distinction is between the value Fin and all others. The notion of “finite” verb form is not unques-
tionable, as it is originally anchored in the Latin verbal system: there, it is a verb form expressing an
agreement in person (Person) with the subject (therefore “conjugated” with it, from coniugo ‘join
together’), a tense (Tense) and a mood (Mood), and is the only kind of VERB form that can stand as
head of an independent, unmarked clause without auxiliaries (AUX). This definition is not applicable
crosslinguistically (Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 1994), as can already be seen by the world-wide distribution of
verbal person marking (Siewierska, 2013).3 We will however refrain from attempting a direct universal
definition of “finite” verb form, due to the non-trivial connected issues that go beyond the scope of
this paper, and will leave it as a “primitive notion”, contenting ourselves of its operative definition for
Latin, for which it may make sense. Still, we note that a characterisation of finiteness “by negation”
emerges from the identification of cardinal nonfinite forms in §5: then, finite forms are all the others. In
a typological perspective, this conclusion would actually suggest to abandon the notion of “finiteness”
altogether, as it does not so much correspond to an actual linguistic category as it is a language-specific
co-occurrence of factors (in Latin, the expression of person, tense and mood being compulsory for main,
independent predicates).4 So, we observe a correlation between finite forms and independent clauses on
one side, and nonfinite forms and embedded or subordinated clauses, see (Pinkster, 1990, §7, §8), on the
other. The latter are situated in a grey area where verbs assume morphosyntactic behaviours which are
usually ascribed to other parts of speech (see §5), and this characteristic makes nonfinite forms difficult
to pinpoint, hence the many nonfinite values for VerbForm in UD in contrast to only one finite value
Fin, and the even more detailed record of cases and denominations by traditional grammars.

Nonfinite forms are a complex phenomenon that warrants attention and that so to speak puts a crosslin-
guistic annotation formalism like UD to the test, hence they have been chosen as the main subject of this
paper. Further, they are significantly present in Latin, so that Latin itself can serve as a valid proving
ground for claims and proposals on the matter.

3 The supine as case study of a nonfinite VerbForm

The implementation of the VerbForm label Sup for the so-called supine across UD treebanks is a
very specific, but nonetheless good case study for the misunderstandings that arise when confronting a
crosslinguistic formalism like UD with those of traditional grammars of single languages, and for the con-
fusion of focus between particular and more general phenomena at different annotational layers (cf. §4).

2In the following the general reference is the documentation found on the UD website (https://
universaldependencies.org/), in particular the resumptive page for all morpholexical features (https:
//universaldependencies.org/ext-feat-index.html) and the page about VerbForm (https:
//universaldependencies.org/ext-feat-index.html#verbform), with all related universal and language-
specific documentation. All data is also retrievable through each treebank’s hub page, and queries on them can be performed
by means of different tools, e. g. online with Grew (Guillaume, 2021).

3Hence we note that this terminological choice is unfortunate from a universal point of view, since it cannot be based on the
original Latin notion of (in)finitus ‘(in)definite (form)’; cf. §4 about other VerbForm denominations.

4We note that a similar reasoning might be put forth, at least for Latin, for the “positive” degree (Degree=Pos in UD) of
an adjective or similar element, since its definition actually corresponds to the absence of a comparative or absolutive degree.



To address the issue, we will first give a rather detailed presentation of the Latin supine, proposing a new,
more typologically grounded way to annotate it, before turning to so-called supines in other languages
and their representation in UD.

3.1 The Latin supine
In traditional Latin grammars, the supine form, or “mood”,5 is described among others as “a ver-
bal abstract of the 4th declension [. . . ], having no distinction of tense or person” (Greenough et al.,
2014, §508)6 or more explicitly as “a defective verbal noun” (Barbieri, 1995, §150).7 In such works,
cf. e. g. (Palmer, 1988, p. 324f.), it is noted that the supine only appears in the singular number, either
in the accusative or ablative case (but dative might also be attested), assigning to the former an alleged
“active” and to the latter an alleged “passive” voice, however on no clear morphosyntactic grounds.
Its use is limited as the complement of a) verbs expressing “directionality” (motion, giving/taking, send-
ing), e. g. frumentatum missa fetch.grain-SUP-ACC8 send-PFV.PASS.PTCP-ABL.SG.F ‘sent to fetch grain’
(PROIEL, 53469),9 in the accusative, and b) of adjectives of evaluation, e. g. difficile factu difficult-
NOM.SG.N do-SUP-ABL ‘difficult to do’ (PROIEL, 86346), in the ablative. Also recorded, even if
marginally, but simply a subcase of the “active” use, is the periphrastic construction of the so-called
“future”10 passive infinitive, formed with the passive (with impersonal meaning) present infinitive iri
from eo ‘to go’, as in e. g. has tibi redditum iri [putabam] this-ACC.PL.F you-DAT give.back-SUP-
ACC go-IPFV.INF-PASS [think-IPFV.IND.PST-1SG] ‘[I thought] these would be returned to you’ (PROIEL,
225189). This supplies the supposed lack of a construction with the auxiliary sum ‘to be’ as in the very
infrequent (cf. §6, Table 2) active equivalent [eum] has tibi redditurum esse [putabam] (constructed),
using the so-called future participle instead.

The uses of the supine alternate with some infrequent constructions with the infinitive, such as
the so-called infinitive of purpose as in meridie bibere dato noon-ABL.SG drink-IPFV.INF-ACT give-
IMP.FUT-2SG ‘give (them) to drink at noon’ (Greenough et al., 2014, §460f.) (cf. the supine potum dedi
drink-SUP-ACC give-PFV.IND.PRES-1SG ‘I have given (you) to drink’ PROIEL, 224782), which might
be reminescent of the origin of this verb form (Palmer, 1988, p. 319f.). In modern Romance languages
the supine has been indeed replaced by the infinitive in all contexts, e. g. ha mandato a dire ‘(he/she/it)
sent to tell (i. e. let know)’ (Italian-VIT, VIT-8312; Alfieri and Tamburini (2016)) or difficile da
raggiungere ‘difficult to reach’ (Italian-VIT, VIT-242),11 and a direct descendant seems to survive
only in Rumanian, as in e de mirat cum trăieşte ‘it’s amazing how he lives’12 (Mallinson, 1988, §4).

The use of supine is already very sparse in the Latin data at our disposal: across all Latin UD treebanks,
it occurs a mere 17 times13 (5 times in the ablative), 16 of which are found in PROIEL, and it is so totally
absent in corpora representing later varieties, but for one unusual case in UDante (Mon-644). However,
morphologically identical abstract deverbative nouns of the 4th declension, annotated as NOUNs, are very
common. In the UDante treebank (the only one where this information is available as of UD v2.9) more
than 75% of fourth-declension noun (NOUN/PROPN) lemmas, i. e. 90 out of 120 (for a total of 421 out of
522 occurrences), are traceable back to supine forms,14 e. g. spiritus ‘spirit’ from spiro ‘to breath’. These

5In Latin grammars, the term “mood”, beside indicative, subjunctive and imperative, often also encompasses nonfinite verb
forms, even if these do not actually express a Mood in UD’s sense.

6Quite uniquely, this grammar lists the supine under other participles, probably in the absence of a better choice.
7The excerpts from this grammar are presented here in the translation by the author.
8here and therafter, the gloss SUP stands for “supine”
9All quotations from UD corpora report the respective corpus code and sentence id (sent id), while con-

structed examples are labelled as such. Forms under discussion are bold-faced, while arguments relevant to
the discussion are underlined. Only for Latin samples, a linear gloss is given in the Leipzig formalism (see
https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). A general reference for Latin is the
classic grammar by Allen and Greenough (2014), or Barbieri’s (1995).

10The aspectual notion of prospectivity would be probably more fitting here; cf. §6, Table 1.
11Translatable into Latin with a supine as mittit dictum and difficile peruentu (constructed).
12Where de mirat would correspond to Latin ablative supine miratu, or also dative miratui, from miror ‘to marvel at’. We

note that Rumanian treebanks do not use the value Sup, but seem to prefer Part or a treatment as NOUN instead.
13Tokens with UPOS VERB and VerbForm=Sup.
14Corresponding in Word Formation Latin (WFL), a resource for Latin derivational morphology (Litta and Passarotti, 2019),



nouns appear marked for every possible case and nominal dependency relation.15 This observation
could actually suggest, from a synchronic perspective,16 to give purely nominal interpretations to the
occurrences of supines: on the one hand, parallel to the “active” supine we have the accusative of
direction (Greenough et al., 2014, §388b) as in ire Hyerosolimam go-IPFV.INF-ACT Jerusalem-ACC.SG

‘go to Jerusalem’ (PROIEL, 13700), and on the other hand, parallel to the “passive” supine, the ablative
of respect or specification, as in uirtute praecedunt virtue-ABL.SG excel-IPFV.IND.PRES-3PL ‘they
excel in courage’ (Greenough et al., 2014, §418). While the latter interpretation seems justified, in the
former case we can effectively find the supine taking arguments the same way as a corresponding finite
predicate, e. g. Tigranem ires salutatum Tigranes-ACC.SG go-IPFV.SUB.PST-2SG greet-SUP-ACC ‘(so
that) you would go to greet Tigranes’ (PROIEL, 76590), justifying its interpretation as a predicate, but
then only limited to its accusative form.

The point of these observations is that the VerbForm value Sup appears, already on a language-
internal point of view, not sufficiently focused: it seems to be based more on its etymological origin
as a deverbative noun rather than on its synchronic function. But it would not be desirable to use Sup
to represent a derivational process: derivational morphology is not really the focus of UD morpholexical
features, and otherwise, for coherence, other deverbal nouns should also be marked for their derivation.17

At the same time, it is reasonable to assume that the function of a verbal form like the crystallised
accusative of the supine in Latin can be found in other languages, and so, in a crosslingustic perspective,
another typological label would be better suited (cf. §6).

3.2 Supine in other languages and Sup in UD

The label of “supine” is variously used in grammars of languages other than Latin, but often the connec-
tion with the Latin supine does not appear fully motivated from a morphosyntactic point of view, a fact
that corroborates the observations about the language-specificity of this label. As of UD v2.9, apart from
Latin, 9 languages18 make use of this feature; unfortunately, a documentation page is available for only 3
of them: Old Church Slavonic, Slovene and Swedish. Slovene and Swedish are also cited as examples in
the universal guidelines, while the language-specific documentation for Old Church Slavonic and Slove-
nie is essentially identical, mirroring their close kinship. It follows an overview of these two supines,
together with the Estonian one (the only non-Indo-European language together with North Sami) and
their alleged relationship with the Latin supine:

Slovene (and some other current or old Slavic languages): it is an indeclinable verb form whose forma-
tion is linked to that of the infinitive (differing relatively to an -i suffix), apparently contrasting with
it by expressing intentionality (Greenberg, 2006, §4.1.1.8), only appearing after verbs of motion
“instead of infinitive” (UD guidelines) and capable of taking its own arguments: grem domev sežgat
dnevnik ‘I’m going home to burn (my) diary’ (Priestly, 1993, §3.2.1, §4.5). If we ignore morpho-
logical differences, the communality on the syntactic level is thus partial, involving only the Latin
accusative supine. We are not in the presence of a deverbative noun, but rather of a variant of the
infinitive with lexically determined complementary distribution, so the Inf value might be a more
fitting choice.19

mainly to rules 107 and 119 (conversions), 627 (suffix it), and 748 (suffix at). We notice that such figures seem to point out the
fact that the protoypic Latin 4th-declension noun actually is a supine, as it were; however, a more thorough investigation over
more extensive data is needed to support this claim.

15As a search for tokens satisfying UPOS=NOUN, Gender=Masc, InflClass=IndEurU, and, where present,
VerbForm=Sup, in one of the Latin treebanks using these features can confirm.

16In Old Latin, contrarily, it is surely the case that deverbative nouns in general can take arguments like a corresponding
finite predicate; cf. (Clackson and Horrocks, 2007, §4.2.3, c, iii).

17For example the extremely productive (t)io(n) suffix, as in uisio ‘vision’ from uideo ‘to see’, which according to WFL
accounts for 2684 forms out of 14 418 recorded nouns (Litta and Passarotti, 2019).

18Estonian, Faroese, Icelandic, Marathi, North Sami, Old Church Slavonic, Old East Slavic, Slovene, Swedish.
19Diachronically, though, it is true that the Slavonic supine seems to be derived from the accusative case of a u-stem dever-

bative noun, too (Schenker, 1993, §3.2.2). This might be a further reason for its denomination.



Swedish : it is an indeclinable variant of the past (i. e. perfective) participle20 used in the periphrastic
construction of the composite past, based on the auxiliary verb ha ‘to have’, while in the passive
construction (which has a predicative origin similarly as in Latin) the participle agrees in gender
and number with the subject: Jag har ätit maten ‘I have eaten dinner’ vs. Maten är äten ‘Dinner
is eaten’ (UD guidlines). As such, no connection whatsoever can be found with the Latin supine.
Judging from the data, the notion of supine in Faroese and Icelandic is the same as in Swedish.

Estonian (not documented in UD): it essentially appears to be the inflected form of the infinitive under a
different name, i. e. the infinitive fulfilling oblique roles, as opposed to the proper infinitive, used for
core arguments (Viitso, 1998, p. 139). In this context, the infinitive in the illative case, representing
motion to a place, comes closest to the “active” supine of Latin, as in lähen malet mängima ‘I’m
going (somewhere) to play chess’; but also olin klubis malet mängimas ‘I was in the club playing
chess’ (inessive), with no parallels. The similarity with the Latin supine is again only syntactic and
partial, and, representing a paradigmatic variation, like in Slovene it seems better captured by Inf,
especially since it seems part of a full inflectional paradigm (with possible suppletive forms), and
not defective like the Latin supine.

To sum it up, the uses of the Sup label outside Latin treebanks tendentially seem to rest upon vague
parallels between the syntax of generic infinitival constructions and that of the Latin supine in the
“active” construction (see §3.1): resemblances are however at best only partial (most often they do not
include the “passive” usage of Latin), or are only part of a more extensive paradigm (like in Estonian).
Beside that, none of these forms appear to be used in non-predicative constructions as is the equivalent
Latin noun. Finally, we note that the generic status of “verbal noun” does not per se justify a preference
for Sup with respect to other possible labels like Inf or VNoun (or even Conv), especially when these
have a better appeal in the respective languages. As a comparison, it is interesting to notice that the
grammatical tradition of Finnish, a language very closely related to Estonian, just uses the denomination
“(third) infinitive” for the exact equivalent (including inflection, cf. Abondolo (1998)) of the Estonian
“supine”, as reflected by the use of the value Inf and absence of Sup in Finnish UD treebanks.

The real main reason for these traditional denominations thus seems to lie in the language-internal need
to terminologically differentiate similar and correlated forms, e. g. infinitive in Slovene and Estonian, and
participle in Swedish. Unfortunately, this brings along all the problems of excessive specificness already
discussed for Latin in §3.1, and, on a typological level, is further misleading in that it establishes very
specific, but not really grounded, parallels with the Latin form (the “original one”, as it were), which are
wanting also from a purely morphosyntactic point of view.

4 Distribution of nonfinite VerbForm values in UD

The picture that emerges from the discussion in §3.2 is that of a label, Sup, employed in UD not so
much on the basis of morphosyntactic consideration, as for assonance, in deference to prior grammatical
traditions; such traditions are themselves based on simultaneously superficial and too focused syntactic
resemblances to phenomena originally studied for Latin, whose grammar, from ancient times, has long
represented the “ideal grammar” in Europe.21 With this, it is not meant that such distinctions are not
useful or motivated internally to the given language but that, regrettably, these more or less successful
attempts at following in the footsteps of Latin grammar terminology do not allow for meaningful inter-
linguistic comparisons, and often even contribute to the establishing of inaccurate analogies. A similar
state of things appears also from the use of other nonfinite VerbForm values UD-wide, of which an
overview follows (as of v2.8; where not specified, quotations are from universal guidelines) :

20Originally, its neuter singular form (Andersson, 1994, p. 284f.).
21While for a long time Latin grammarians themselves resorted to Greek grammar canon to frame Latin, see (Clackson

and Horrocks, 2007, §6), also (Law, 2003, §4); see the pioneering work of Priscianus (Keil, 1855), and also cf. e. g. how the
diverging phenomenon of ablativus absolutus was approached, as detailed in (Sluiter, 2000).



Conv employed by 36 languages for a verb form “which shares properties of verbs and adverbs”, con-
sequently appearing in an adverbial function, and so identified principally at a syntactic level (fol-
lowing the UD definition of ADV as “words that typically modify verbs for such categories as time,
place, direction or manner”). Despite this value, some languages like Slovene and Latin opt to an-
notate possible candidates directly as ADVs (and consequent relation advmod instead of advcl),
e. g. sufficienter suffice-IPFV.ACT.PTCP-ADV ‘sufficiently’.22 We note that the term “converb” first
appeared in the field of Altaic studies (Haspelmath, 1995, §7) and has never been part of traditional
terminologies of European languages.

Gdv employed by 4 languages (including Latin). The universal guidelines briefly state “used in Latin
and Ancient Greek”. While in Latin the gerundive is a kind of participle (see §6), the documentation
for Armenian defines it as “a nonfinite verb form that shares properties of verbs and nouns”, which
would rather fit with VNoun. So, also this label appears to arise from traditional denominations,
without being supported by a morphological definition; it is highly language-specific, and as such
has not spread beyond these few languages (3 of which, Latin, Ancient Greek and Sanskrit, represent
ancient phases of modern Indo-European languages, to which Armenian also belongs).

Ger employed by 21 languages (including Latin), even if deprecated by the universal guidelines. Here,
the difference with Conv is not clear: e. g. the Italian gerund Arrivando tardi si perde il treno ‘Ar-
riving late you miss the train’ (Italian guidelines) looks equivalent to Czech transgressive udělavši
večeři, zavolala rodinu ke stolu ‘having prepared the dinner, she called her family to the table’
(universal guidelines), where it is labelled as Conv. Notably, while the latter inflects for gender,
number and aspect, the former is invariable. The term derives from the Italian gerundio being the
direct descendant of Latin gerundium, cf. again (Haspelmath, 1995, §7), itself a gerundivum (Gdv)
in a particular syntactic context (see §6), of which it has kept the name despite radical morphosyn-
tactic changes. In English treebanks, the use of Ger is contextual (but it is probbaly the case that we
are dealing with two different homographic forms here): the same form is labelled as Part instead
when preceded by the auxiliary verb to be; it is described (also universally) as “shar[ing] properties
of verbs and nouns”, which would rather lead to VNoun.

Inf employed by 75 languages (including Latin), it is together with Part the most universally used
value, and at the same time the most undefined. Neither the universal guidelines nor any language-
specific documentation put forward any true definition; the wide-spread identification as a citation
form is of course purely conventional and extremely language-specific. Infinitive seems to be treated
as a linguistic “primitive notion”, self-evident for the languages it is applied to. However, the
documentation for Irish, stating that “[t]he infinitive verb form is the same as the verbal noun”, lets
one question if Inf and VNoun are not actually referring to the same entity (see VNoun and cf. §6).

Part employed by 75 languages (including Latin), with a general agreement on it representing a verb
form “shar[ing] properties of verbs and adjectives”. This identification is bound to happen princi-
pally on a syntactic (but possibly also semantic) level, as for the UPOS ADJ itself, defined in the
guidelines as “words that typically modify nouns and specify their properties or attributes”. In some
languages (as in Latin) morphological criteria might also be applied, but this is not a universal fact,
and it is more often than not a consequence of a word being an adjective rather than the opposite.
There can be contradictions, however: notwithstanding that the Latin gerundive shares morphol-
ogy and syntax with other participial forms (see §6), the historical difference in naming convention
(Gdv vs.Part) has been carried over into UD treebanks.

VNoun employed by 15 languages, it stands for “[v]erbal nouns other than infinitives”; however, being
the value Inf undefined (see Inf), this leaves place for arbitrariety, and the distinction is not moti-
vated. Indeed, despite the cases (cf. §3.2) in which this label could be appropriate, there seems to be

22Which is potentially accompanied by suffecte suffice-PFV.PASS.PTCP-ADV and suffecture suffice-PROSP.ACT.PTCP-ADV,
thus showing a paradigmatical variation in aspect/voice, all from the same verb.



a general preference for Inf, probably influenced by Western naming traditions. Only 9 languages
use both labels:23 this complementarity goes into the direction of a factual equivalence of the two
labels. Indeed, the Turkish documentation explicitly mentions this fact, claiming a preference for
VNoun. In UD, NOUNs are defined as “a part of speech typically denoting a person, place, thing,
animal or idea”, pointing to mainly semantic criteria for their identification.

5 Identification of cardinal VerbForms in UD

From the overview in §4, an explicit distinction emerges between those values whose definition is
oriented towards a specific UPOS with all respective morphosyntactic (and semantic) implications,
i. e.Conv∼ADV, Part∼ADJ and VNoun∼NOUN, and the remaining ones (Gdv, Ger, Inf, Sup),
whose definitions are left undetermined and/or which stem directly from traditional, language-specific
denominations; no less than 3 (Gdv, Ger, Sup) originally refer to entities or constructions extremely
peculiar to the Latin language, and have been adopted with various degrees of consistency by other
grammatical traditions (cf. §3.2 and §4). Another issue is that such very specific labels isolate peculiar
syntactic constructions which are not necessarily related to morphology, and which obscure the more
general picture. The three UPOS-oriented values Conv, Part and VNoun can instead be seen as
cardinal choices that logically reflect all possibilities contained in the morphosyntactic system of UD.
They follow straight from the intuition that a verb form that keeps its lexicality continues to be head of
a clause that can be itself embedded in a matrix clause in the same way as a non-verbal, i. e. nominal,
phrase: so, in the UD formalism, either “mimicking” an adjective (ADJ), an adverb (ADV) or a noun
(NOUN/PROPN), i. e. each and every lexical nominal part of speech in UD.

In the end, if the feature VerbForm stands to represent the morphosyntactic (and to some extent also
semantic) properties that a verbal stem can assume in its inflectional paradigm (cf. §2), all the while
keeping the possibility to act as the equivalent predicate of a main, independent clause with respect to
its arguments, then, in agreement e. g. with Haspelmath (1995), we argue that a set of values mirroring
all possible logically corresponding parts of speech in the given annotation formalism should suffice:
in the case of UD, then, those which are conventionally labelled as Conv, Part and Inf/VNoun.24

Consequently, the other labels are not actually needed and, on the contrary, do not contribute to the
goal of inter-linguistic comparison implicit in the UD project, since they usually arise from idiosyncratic,
language-specific terminology that conflicts with universal labels; we also argue that they can be all
traced back to the three cardinal categories, or to specific (syntactic) behaviours of other deverbative
parts of speech (not being truly part of a verbal paradigm in such a case, cf. §3.1). This will be done for
Latin in the next section. Finally, we note that such reorganisation of verb forms around cardinal, UPOS-
oriented values would not alter the extant possibility to assign a VerbForm to a non-VERB token, as
such an assignment is of etymological rather than morpholexical character, and points to the paradigmatic
origin of the form in question, not to its synchronic use; given the part-of-speech label, there subsists no
ambiguity about this double connotation of the VerbForm feature.

6 Reorganising nonfinite Latin verb forms

As seen in §4, UD Latin treebanks currently make use of five out of seven values for nonfinite
VerbForms, i. e.Gdv, Ger, Inf, Part and Sup. Their implementation is comparable between tree-
banks, as it more or less regularly follows traditional definitions. Below, Latin nonfinite forms are ex-
amined from a morphological and a syntactic point of view. Other considerations concerning when and
whether some forms should be considered VERBs or else,25 are out of the scope of this investigation.

23Erzya, Irish, Komi Zyrian, Mbya Guarani, Moksha, Polish, Skolt Sami, Turkish, Turkish German. But: Irish claims
their identity (see Inf); Inf does not appear in the Turkish language-specific documentation; some of these languages share
common annotation principles (e. g. Uralic languages, under the code urj; cf. Partanen et al. (2018, §3)). Thus, actual figures
are lower.

24Noting that VNoun is a better choice, being less language-specific than Inf, and that Part should also be relabelled in



Denomination &
example ago

VerbForm
current

VerbForm
proposed Aspect (Tense) Voice

InflClass
[nominal] Gender Number Case

Perfect participle
actus/a/um Part Part Perf (Past) Pass

IndEurA/
IndEurO * * *

Present participle
agens Part Part Imp (Pres) Act IndEurI * * *

Future participle
acturus/a/um Part Part Prosp (Fut) Act

IndEurA/
IndEurO * * *

Present infinitive
agere, agi Inf VNoun Imp (Pres) Act/Pass Ind Neut Sing Acc/Nom

Perfect infinitive
agisse Inf VNoun Perf (Past) Act Ind Neut Sing Acc/Nom

Gerund
agendo/um/o/i Ger

Part
or VNoun Prosp (Fut/Pres) Pass IndEurO Neut Sing

Abl/Acc/
Dat/Gen

Gerundive
agendus/a/um Gdv Part Prosp (Fut/Pres) Pass

IndEurA/
IndEurO * * *

Supine
actu/um Sup

Conv
(or NOUN) Prosp - Act IndEurU Masc Sing Abl/Acc

Table 1: Morphological properties of Latin nonfinite verb forms expressed in the UD formalism, with pro-
posed VerbForm relabellings. Values for Tense are shown following their use in treebanks for legacy
reasons only, since tense is not applicable to Latin nonfinite forms, cf. e. g. (Pinkster, 1990, §11.2.2).
Legend: asterisk = all values possible; italics = inherent or contextual, not morphologically expressed
values, i. e. not matched in the actual form (infinitives are indeclinable); hyphen = not observed; or = a
different annotation might be possible for some contexts (see text). The example forms are limited to
singular nominatives where possible, else all forms are listed. The value Voice is intended in a purely
morphological, and not syntactic (clausal), sense.

Morphology Table 1 shows, in UD terms, the possible sets of values corresponding to the morpholex-
ical features that are expressed by Latin nonfinite verb forms.26 Notably, Mood, Tense and Person
are absent, as in Latin they are a prerogative of so-called finite forms (see §2); Degree, being only op-
tional, is also not shown. The split between two groups is evident: irrespective of different combinations
of Aspect and Voice, one group (participles and gerundives) follows (prototypic) adjectives in not
having an inherent, but only a relational27 Gender/Number, inflecting for Case according to so-called
1st- (“a & o stems”) and 2nd-class (specifically, “i stems”) adjectival paradigms, and the possibility of be-
ing marked for Degree (e. g. ardentiori burn-IPFV.ACT.PTCP-CMPR-DAT.SG ‘more burningly’, UDante,
Mon-283) ;28 conversely, the other group (infinitives and supine) is similar to nouns, in that its members
are bound to one given inflectional paradigm and/or possess a fixed, inherent gender and number, while
case varies (even if defectively), and cannot express degree. Therefore, from this point of view, we have
a natural partition into Part-forms and VNoun-forms, as discussed in §5. This means that both Ger
and Gdv would be superseded by Part; morphologically, the identity of these two forms, specifically
of the gerund as a particular case of gerundive, seems to be out of question (Haspelmath, 1987; Miller,
2000; Jasanoff, 2006). These choices are in fact already substantiated by traditional grammars: gerun-
dive is considered a participle in (Greenough et al., 2014, §500), which “expresses the action of the verb
in the form of an Adjective” (Greenough et al., 2014, §488), and is “a verbal adjective” according to

this sense.
25This problem becomes particularly relevant for later varieties of Latin. For example, cf. the treatment of agens, the present

participle from ago ‘to drive, to act’, in the IT-TB (13th c. CE): either ‘driving, acting’, UPOS VERB (862 occurrences), or
‘agent’, UPOS NOUN (353 occurrences, including one incorrectly annotated as VERB). Conversely, no tokens with lemma
agens are found in PROIEL.

26While these “schemata” are quite uncontroversial, the identification of a prospective aspect for some forms probably does
not represent a common opinion; however, it is to be seen as the natural aspectual counterpart to the traditionally claimed (but
inapplicable, see Table 1) future tense.

27That is, determined by agreement with another element, see relations in Table 2.
28They can also take an adverbial form, but are then regularly annotated as ADVs, not Convs, by all UD Latin treebanks;

see §4, Conv.



(Barbieri, 1995, §164) ; gerund “is the neuter of the gerundive” (Greenough et al., 2014, §501); infinitive
is “properly a noun” that “often admits the distinction of tense” (Greenough et al., 2014, §451), “a neuter
singular verbal noun” (Barbieri, 1995, §151). However, the extreme defectiveness of the supine, which,
as a predicate (“active” supine; the “passive” supine is to be treated as a simple NOUN, which is the stan-
dard for Latin deverbative nouns in Classical literature), appears only in the accusative case (cf. §3.1),
sets it apart from more regular verbal nouns and instead supports a reading as a different VerbForm,
namely a converb Conv: this analysys is further corroborated by the distribution of its syntactic rela-
tions.29 In the same way, the uses of the Gdv identified as Ger can be interpreted as veering towards a
less relational VerbForm than Part, and thus VNoun; more under Syntax.

VerbForm
current

VerbForm
proposed

Denominations and respective
frequencies in the data

Dependency relations
with respective frequencies

Part Part

Perfect participle (37.88%)
finite acl advcl
33.67% 33.38% 18.52%

Present participle (18.96%)
advcl acl finite root
36.39% 31.58% 9.86% 6.02%

Future participle (0.59%)
finite ccomp root advcl
43.07% 35.10% 9.14% 5.01%

Inf VNoun
Present infinitive (30.58%)

xcomp ccomp csubj
60.78% 18.35% 14.10%

Perfect infinitive (1.14%)
ccomp xcomp root csubj
50.61% 21.93% 10.58% 8.59%

Ger
Part

or VNoun
Gerund (6.73%)

advcl acl
49.01% 45.46%

Gdv Part Gerundive (4.08%)
finite root advcl acl ccomp
37.31% 19.17% 14.55% 10.23% 10.01%

Sup
Conv

(or NOUN)
Supine (0.03%)

advcl finite
94.12% 5.88%

Table 2: Distribution of nonfinite verb forms and their most frequent (≥5%) dependency relations in UD

Latin treebanks, broken down by traditional denominations. Only tokens with UPOS VERB, i. e. deemed
to have the same argument structure as the predicate of a main, independent clause, and with VerbForm
different than Fin, have been taken into consideration, for a total of 57 411 tokens. Relation subtypes
(e. g.advcl:pred w. r. t.advcl) have been neutralised to compensate for different annotation styles.
The underspecified relation conj (6439 occurrences) has been traced back and substituted with the
relation of the respective co-ordination “head”. The label finite comprises all nonfinite forms which have
a dependent node labelled with aux or cop (9510 occurrences): for all purposes, these combinations are
or derive from finite, albeit periphrastic, predicates, and so their exact syntactic relations are no longer
relevant in this context. Annotation errors and inconsistencies, together with elliptic clauses, produce
noise in the figures: e. g. , root and ccomp labels are in many cases clues for elliptic, periphrastic,
finite predicates, as e. g. in the formula dicendum est quod. . . ‘it is to / will be said that. . . ’, where est is
the auxiliary ‘to be’ (IT-TB) and dicendum a gerundive.

Syntax Table 2 summarises the distribution of syntactic roles, as per UD dependency relations, in all
available Latin treebanks.30 As expected, nominal relations are negligible, and syntactic data appear to

29We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this fact, which is a posteriori self-evident: another
example of how traditional, entrenched points of view (“Latin has no converbs”) often stand in the way of typological awareness.

30We note that this overview necessarily represents a mean of diachronic, diastratic and diaphasic varieties (cf. §1), but
because of the increasing status, since late antiquity (ca 4th-5th c. CE), of Latin as an international and prestigious lingua franca
rather than a living and native language, see (Clackson and Horrocks, 2007, §8), also (Wright, 1998; Leonhardt, 2009), we



be in nearly perfect agreement with morphology in Latin. So we observe that, on the one hand, infinitive
forms are specialised as heads of clauses that fulfil core arguments, which are prototypically occupied
by NOUNs (given the parallels xcomp/ccomp∼obj, csubj∼nsubj), and so VNoun becomes the
natural choice here, as discussed in §4 and §5. On the other hand, the gerundive has the same profile
as participial forms: it resembles the most the future participle (also for being rather infrequent), which
might not be a coincidence considering the common prospective aspect, which appears to have been
marginalised in favour of the main imperfective/perfective opposition.31 If the latter is a Part, then
so is the gerundive; the different functional distributions of participles might be possibly explained in
semantic terms tied to aspect and other features, and could mirror preferences with regard to which
elements can appear as so-called secondary predicates (Pinkster, 1990, §8.3), but overall they are seen to
fulfil attributive/predicative roles (cf. “dominant participles” Pinkster (1990, §7.4.7)). On the contrary,
the supine, appearing nearly exclusively in an adverbial function, cannot itself agree with any subject as
participles do (cf. Nikitina and Haug (2016)) and e. g. cannot appear in absolute constructions,32 confirm-
ing its status as Conv33 (or NOUN), as seen for its effectively absent inflectional morphology (compared
e. g. to the complete paradigm of a participle). Finally, the syntax of the gerund is more difficult to
assess on a generic level: diachronic and diaphasic distinctions are needed. In fact, while the gerund
is clearly an inflected form of the gerundive (Haspelmath, 1987; Miller, 2000; Jasanoff, 2006) and so
supposedly passive, it is considered distinct from it on the syntactic ground that it can govern an object
instead of a subject (without agreeing with it). For example, we find the adnominal (acl) [necessitas]
plura nomina deo dandi [necessity-NOM.SG[.F]] more-ACC.PL.N noun-ACC.PL[.N] god-DAT.SG[.M]
give-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.SG.N ‘[the need] of giving God more nouns’ (IT-TB, train-s1483),
with direct object in the accusative case and uncontroversially transitive reading, in place of a Classi-
cally expected passive construction plurium nominum dandorum more-GEN.PL.N noun-GEN.PL[.N]
give-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.PL.N, lit. ‘for more names to be given’, in the genitive (notice that this
is a not head-coreferent clause embedded as an adnominal modifier, so there is no agreement with
necessitas). In the same text (the Summa contra gentiles), we also find [necessitatem] sustentandi cor-
poris [necessity-ACC.SG[.F]] sustain-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.SG.N body-GEN.SG[.N], lit. ‘[the need] of
the body being sustained’, i. e. ‘to sustain the body’ (IT-TB, train-s22169). Thus, we agree with
Haspelmath (1987, §5.2) that, especially when such an alternation can still be found in a significative
ratio as in the IT-TB (565 vs. 509 occurrences respectively), the gerund can be simply explained in terms
of a gerundive with impersonal value and deponent34 (Greenough et al., 2014, §190) behaviour, and so,
in the annotation, we can trace it back to Part. Further, of the 1459 identical35 nonfinite clauses headed
by a Ger in the UD Latin treebanks, at most 635 have a clear direct object: this means that for more than
half of Ger-clause types a plainer interpretation as gerundives (Part) is also possible, and so preferable
in general. But in some contexts, the at first only occasional (Miller, 2000) reanalysis from a passive to

can regard linguistic change in written sources as extremely moderate, “frozen” by the adherence to the prestigious Classical
standards, in comparison to the contemporary processes that lead to modern Romance languages (Väänänen, 1981; Palmer,
1988; Ledgeway, 2012), which were gradual anyway, cf.Wüest (1998). So, an aggregated picture keeps its significance here.

31In fact, both forms (together with the supine) have disappeared in modern Romance languages, together with a morpho-
logically expressed inchoative aspect, leaving only fossilised lexemes, see (Harris, 1988, §3). An explanation for this might be
that prospective adjectival/adverbial forms are less time-stable than prototypical adjectives/adverbs, and so are preferentially
expressed by “finite” predicates by languages, cf. (Stassen, 2003, §5), eventually leading, in the case of Latin, to their exclusion.

32An absolute construction is a nonfinite embedded adverbial clause with a subject different from any actors of its matrix
clause, and, at least for Latin, headed by a paticipial form which agrees in gender and the number with its subject, both in the
ablative case.

33Specifically, of purpose, with same or main subject than its matrix clause.
34Deponency can be seen, in general terms, as a mismatch between canonical morphological and syntactical behaviours

(Baerman, 2007): in Latin, this happens for verbs displaying a passive morphology, but a transitive/active syntactical be-
haviour, e. g. sequor ‘to follow (someone)’, receiving a direct object argument in the accusative case. For a brief sketch of the
problem posed by Latin deponent verbs, cf. discussion at https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/
issues/713.

35With the same forms in the same order, considering only the head and all possible core or functional dependent nodes
(obj, ccomp, xcomp, nsubj, csubj, mark). So, ad censum uobis perexoluendum, ad censum nobis perexoluendum and
ad censum perexoluendum ‘for tributes to be quitted [by you/us]’ (LLCT) are all considered the same clause. This equivalence
is needed to deal with formulaic repetitions especially in LLCT, where e. g. ad censum perexoluendum alone is repeated 68
times, or (ad) legem et iustitia[m] faciendum ‘to carry out law and justice’ 134 times.



an active construction of the spoken language may appear stabilised also in written documents: so, in
the LLCT treebank, representing a Latin heavily influenced by early medieval Romance varieties, active
gerunds like [potestas] remittendi peccata [power-NOM.SG[.F]] put.back-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.SG.N
sin-ACC.PL[.N] ‘[the power] to forgive sins’ (LLCT, train-s21623) (instead of an expected remit-
tendorum peccatorum put.back-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.PL.N sin-GEN.PL[.N], in the genitive) represent
649 (97.89%) occurrences among a total of 663 Gdv/Ger constructions with core arguments, whereas
only 14 clear cases of Classical gerundival constructions like in ad dedicandam ipsam bassilicam
to dedicate-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-ACC.SG.F same-ACC.SG.F basilica-ACC.SG[.F] ‘for this basilica to be
consecrated’ (LLCT, train-s835) can be found. Of the former, 63 occurrences, like the 40 variations
of non pondum leuandum not weight-ACC/NOM.SG[.N] lift-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-ACC/NOM.SG.N ‘(the)
taking away not a (single) pound’ have an ambiguous reading, since the alleged object is a neuter
singular like the gerund. The situation is reversed in PROIEL, more skewed towards Classical latin: 49
(13.46%) gerunds with object and 315 (86.54%) gerundives with passive subject (out of 364 Gdv/Ger
with core arguments).

It so appears that the Latin nonfinite verbal system is naturally and, in a crosslinguistic prospective,
effectively explained and annotated in terms of the only three labels Part, VNoun and Conv, avoid-
ing the too language-specific and idiosyncratic values Gdv, Ger and Sup, and substituing Inf with a
more universal label. Even when using identical VerbForm values, all forms identified by traditional
grammars are kept distinct by virtue of morphological features or syntactic dependencies; conversely,
were two forms not to be distinguished at any level (like the object-, subjectless gerund), the reasons
for keeping them distinct would become questionable.36 Finally, the Latin system is, despite what could
show through traditional grammar, seen to possess a Conv form, whose presence is however marginal
already in Classical times and completely outshined by the use of so-called “conjoined participles” (par-
ticipia coniuncta) and/or eminently participial/adjectival absolute constructions (ablativus absolutus and
secondary predications) with similar adverbial functions. Only much later, in Romance varieties, a crys-
tallised gerund takes on the form of a converb.

7 Conclusion and last remarks

This paper proposes a reorganisation of the annotation of nonfinite Latin verb forms in the UD formalism
(§3.1, §6), accomplished with respect to the morpholexical feature VerbForm, situating it in the wider
perspective of achieving a simpler and “more universal”, crosslinguistically valid system than the current
one (§2, §5), highlighting the inconsistencies in its implementation across UD treebanks, also by Latin
treebanks themselves (§3.2, §4). Latin has been chosen as a testbed, beyond showing extensive nonfinite
verb formations and falling into the competences of the author (contributor to the IT-TB, LLCT and
UDante Latin trebanks), especially because of its particular position at the origin, more or less found-
edly, of a large part of (traditional) grammatical terminology, notably of European languages, which
is encountered again in UD (e. g.Inf, Part, etc. for the feature VerbForm). Contributions from the
work on typologically radically different languages would be a highly valued complement to the survey
in §4, and to spark discussion about this topic in the UD community is one of the major goals of this paper.

We can lastly briefly mention two possible additions to the system, left for future examination, as a
corollary to the discussion in §5: a) the introduction of a fourth nonfinite VerbForm value for highly
specialised, frozen forms like the Swedish supine (§3.2), with a probable orientation towards an AUX-
like category; b) the introduction of a “terminological feature”37 that, parallelly to the constellation of
UD morphosyntactic features/UPOS/relations characterising a verb form, would help retrieve it through
its traditional denomination, thereby acknowledging historical, common language-specific conventions
without however interfering with the universal analysis.

36And this seems to be the case for the Slovene infinitive and supine, who might be seen as the same form in a lexically
determined, complementary allomorphic variation: then, the reading of intentionality (§3.2) would actually depend on the
predicate rather than on the form itself.

37Cf. discussion at https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/775.
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